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BEST BET R7 21:04

Secrets
Revealed

Black
D

T: Melinda Finn
The Hound Says: Hampered through the 1st turn
when 3rd last week after having won clocking a
blistering 29.61. Draw suits and he'll take a power
of beating tonight

NEXT BEST R6 20:49

Totally
Emgrand

Blue
D

T: Luke Azzopardi
The Hound Says: Landed closer to the speed than
usual scoring a dominant heat win in a career best
35.73. Unbeaten in 2 runs from this draw and the
one to beat again

QUADDIE

Race 5: 2* 
Race 6: 1* 
Race 7: 7* 
Race 8: 6,2 

$20 for 1000%

R1 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK MAIDEN Maiden 520m 19:05

Maiden to start the night and with SUPREME
ETHICS (6) who's placed once in 2 runs since
resuming from a long spell at The Gardens. He
isn't the best of beginners so will miss the speed
drawn to his outside and will take holding out
late. URBAN JUNGLE (4) had no luck on debut last
week and can improve while COURT MODEL (7)
looks the likely leader

1. N/A
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8. SCR
9. N/A
10. N/A SCR

Tips

R2 LADBROKES EASY FORM MAIDEN FINAL Maiden
Series F Maiden 520m 19:25

Maiden final with runners qualifying last week.
MY SILVER SPOON (2) began smartly on debut in
his heat to be the quickest qualifier clocking slick
time. He'll have derived benefit from that
experience and can record consecutive wins.
ZIPPING BRANDO (1), MARADONA (4) and
YALLOP (8) are promising chasers who can all
feature prominently

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. SCR
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. SCR

Tips

R3 BISTRO OPEN FOR DINNER 0-3 WIN Mixed 622m 19:45

SON OF JOREL (2) didn't have the best of luck
when 5th last week not beaten a big margin after
strong through the line winning over the 520m, is
ideally placed in the small field and will take
holding out late. NEW CALCULATIONS (8) is new
to this trip but has talent and can set the speed
while AUSSIE WARPATH (4) drops in class and can
go close

1. N/A
2.
4.
5.
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R4 KIDS MEALS $10 0-3 WIN Mixed 622m 20:05

TRUE FAITH (3) hasn't had a great deal of luck in
her last couple of outings picking up cheques
that included an effort here. She has the speed
to utilise the draw, could lead and be tough to
run down. JENNY FERGILL (4) is still a maiden but
has placed here and gets her chance tonight
while CLASSIC EMGRAND (7) is suited in the small
field

1.
2. SCR
3.
4.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R5 GRNSW STAYERS SERIES 5th Grade 722m 20:25

Staying race with just the 6 runners. MIGHT HAVE
BEEN (2) is going to find this a far easier
assignment than his unplaced effort in the 715
final at The Gardens Friday. He impressed
leading all the way winning his heat the run prior
and looms as the one to beat. JOANN FLOW (4),
LADY EXIT (8) and FARMOR ORDER (7) can all
feature with luck in running

1.
2. N/A
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R6 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION MAY 26TH FINAL 1-4
Wins F

5th
Grade 622m 20:49

Restricted win staying final with runners
qualifying last week. Hard to go against TOTALLY
EMGRAND (1) who was the quickest heat winner
settling closer to the speed than usual. He's
unbeaten from this draw and will be the testing
material again. Both REGGAE PEPPER (5) and
CANYA DAZZLE (2) placed in their heats will race
on the speed and can feature

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. SCR
10. SCR

Tips
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R7 LADBROKES 5TH GRADE HEAT 1 5th Grade
Series H

5th
Grade 520m 21:04

1st of 4 5th grade heats and with SECRETS
REVEALED (7) who didn't have the best of luck
placing last week after having won in sizzling
time. The wide draw suits and he'll be tough to
beat. CHARLEE'S TOMMY (4) resumed last week,
will strip fitter and can threaten while COPIOUS
(8) is rarely far away and owns a very fast PB here

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
5. SCR
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R8 LADBROKES 5TH GRADE HEAT 2 5th Grade
Series H

5th
Grade 520m 21:29

2nd of the 5th grade heats and with SPEEDY PIE
(6) to record her 10th career win at start 16. She's
unbeaten in both runs here that includes a
blistering effort last week, will get clear air early
and take catching. BROOKLYN BRUTE (2) will be
giving a start but won 4 of 6 starts here and is the
danger while ZIPPING QUINN (1) is a promising
chaser

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R9 LADBROKES 5TH GRADE HEAT 3 5th Grade
Series H

5th
Grade 520m 21:55

3rd of the 5th grade heats and from the gun
draw with the promising SERGIS BANNER (1). She
wasn't far away finishing 3rd at Wagga when
resuming Friday, has the speed to lead and can
record her 6th career win at start 11. SHOW IT (4)
was put out of play early at W/Park last start and
can bounce back while MAGIC AUSSIE (8) is racing
consistently

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R10LADBROKES 5TH GRADE HEAT 4 5th Grade
Series H

5th
Grade 520m 22:14

Last of the 5th grade heats and with MR.
PEREGRINE (3). He's been impressive in his short
career winning 4 of 7 starts, owns a sizzling PB
here and only needs luck through the 1st turn to
be winning this. CHIEF LIGHTNING (1) is yet to
miss a cheque in 8 starts and could set the speed
while LADY DIVINE (4) and FIRST LADY (5) can
finish in the mix

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R11 FLYING RICCIARDO AT STUD 5th Grade 401m 22:37

BLACK BOOK (1) hasn't been far away in recent
runs despite not winning that includes a placing
over the 520m last week when leading early. He's
better suited back over this trip where his 5
career wins have been recorded, could lead and
take catching. SOMEBODY LIKE ME (3) and
SURPRISE ME (2) are racing well without success
recently and can go close

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. N/A
9. SCR

Tips

R12 VISIT WICKCOFFEE.COM NG1-4 401m 22:58

FFA race to close and despite her advancing
years with DANSEUSE (8) who has superb record
over this trip winning 8 of 13 runs. She maps to
follow the speed over and will be tough to beat.
FULL PELT (1) will relish the small field and be
charging late while NACHO QUEEN (7) and
MOLLY ON FIRE (4) are genuine threats in a
competitive affair

1.
2.
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips
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